THE BELLS \%EREringing, the pipes were playing. Crowds h e d the streets
to watch :he corr6ge of gun carriage and c o f h pass by. The organ played
another verse of 'I vow to thee my counuy', and the congregation filtered
out of St Stephen's church into the bright Sydney daylight. The GovernorGeneral c ~ u l dbe seen, as could the Prime Minister, with most of the
Fcderal cabinet. There were men in uniform with shiny medals. It was a
red letter day for the \vhole counuy, Tuesday 16th December 1997 -- the
State Funeral for Albert Edward Marthews, the last Anzac.
'red Matthews had been the last survivor of those w7ho landed at
Anzac Cove on the first day of the Gallipoli canlpaign, and his death was
a significant moment in the national history of Australia. ?'he moment, as
the Prime Minister acknowledged in lis funeral oration, of "the severing
of the final tangible link between ourselves and the dawn of 25th i\pril
1915." The paradox of Matthews is that he was not famous for anjithitlg
he did during the v:ar, nor yet for any momentous achievement in his life.
If a tragic early death in sacrifice is the kernel of the Anzac legend, then
hlatthews is the inverse of this. In fact, he never fired a shot at Gallipoli.
I-le was a signalman, not an iniantryman -- a factor, he wryly aciinowledged, tlia-t helped ensure he survived wlde others died. Throughout iis
life he worked at various itinerant jobs, and spent sc<~~enteen
years in
Florida to be near his daughters who had both married American soldiers
after the Second World War. So hfatthews is special odp because he lived
the longest, Gted because of the deaths of kll the others. At the funeral,
this irony was largely irrelevant. It might have been Ted hfatrl~ewswho
died - but it was a State Funeral for the Last Anzzic.
The whole event was broadcast live on national televisica. The
following day's newspapers gave it extensive coverage, with pictxres and

editorial leaders: "L4ustraliahonours Anzac Ted, the last of the first," said
the front page banner on the hielbourne Age; "Nadon salutes last Anzac
Daj7 digger," announced the .Tydrzey
- .hdonzirg Herald (17th Dec. 2997). As
part of the sen.ice the celebrating minister Dr Scott McPheat gave an
address on the horror and waste of war. Mab \e\vsYnephew ICevin gave
a simple speech to honour lis uncle, and his country. There were also
orations horn the leaders of the nation, the Prime Minister john Howard
and the Governor-Getleral Sir ivilltarn Deane. Both of thew speeches
considered the nexus between thc image of Anzac and the national spirit,
Signif-icantly,both men quoted from C.E.W. Be;rn, Austraiia's Official
Historian of the Great War.
For \TTiUiam Deane, Ted Matthews is to be remembered not for his
deeds, his character, or hirnseg b ~itst an exemplar of the national psyche.

In his opening remarks. Deane commelitcd that Matthews "lived his life
against the backdrop of the whole of our history as a nation." He noted
that hlatthews was born just nionths before the first Constimuonal
Convention cf 1897, and was four yezrs old wherl "our nation came into
being on 1st January, 1901." He spoke of Mattl~ews'experiences in the
Depression and the second war, 2nd of his remrn to Anzac Cove in 1990
for the 75th anniversary of t ! ~ eLanding. Matthew's long life is thus charted 2nd measured bp its witness to the histor)?of the Commonwealth.
W7illiamDeane quoted Msnning Clark on the significance of Anzac
as "something too deep for word;." Deane hse;'suggested llnzzc was
"tl~emeaning, the very essence of our nation." I-Ie quoted Cl~arlesBean
on how, during the eight months of the Gallipoli campaign, "Every man,
woman and child was tied to those few acres of Turkish hillside." In the
hyperbole of the occasion, the Governer-General hished by proclaiming
hiatthetvs "the quintessential Australian." At his State Funeral then, 'red
hlatthews the individual is subscrned \\lthiil the symbohc order of the
Anzac myth, he becomes a talisman of all that is Anzac. The Governor-

General's speech was reproduced in full on the front page of the Jjdney

haonring Hcru/d.
Prime Mkister Howard began his oration by acknowvledging that the
funeral was about more than the memory of one valiant solder:
Today we honour the Anzac sprit of which the World War I historian
C.E.W. Bean wrote, "In the efid Anzac stood and sull stands for reckless
valour in a good cause, for enterprise, resourcefulness, fidelity, comradeship and endurance that w d never admit defeat."

Like William Deane, EIoward talked of honouring the .Anzac spirit, "a
spirit born on the cliffs of Gallipoli.. .a spirit which draws Australians
together in time of need." There was more than a hint of Rupert Brooke's
'corrier of a foreign field' in the rernbder that, "a bit of Australia remains
on Gallipoli to this day." The Prime Minister deferred to Matthews' oftqiloted refrain - "Politicians make up the wars; they don't go to them"
-but l ~ was
e also prepared to claim a positive legacy from war:
What we also honour today is Australian nationhood itself, forged that
A p d morning on the battleground of a foreign shore through the sacrifice
and struggle of our diggers.

This is more than just rhetoric of the moment. Were we see a paraphrase
of Bean's famous last words of the second volume of the Qfii~r'af
Hi~to~
ifd4arstra/icaitr the IV'ar oj" 1914-18, ciaiming that the consciousness of

Australian natiollhood ~7asbom on the 25th c ~ fApd, 1915

(11:

910).

Deane and Moward's invocaean of Bean is important not just for the
sentiment, but that it reinforces Bean and the O@~ia/Histoy as the cer~tral
and paramount referent to Anzac and Gallipoli. Hnward continues to
quote Bean in many subsequent speeches on Anzac affairs or simply
national identity. He paraphrases passages horn the OBiLP'aI Hi~tolyor
Bean's abridged volume A n p c t61~n1iet1~:'
With the "severing of the h a 1
Eg. "1 don't think h a t h e ,inzlc tradition h:is been better descrjbed dun hthe wordr
of the great \Xrorld War I historian Charles Bean.. ." ('Speeches', 2lst Apr. 1999).

tangible hk," memory yields irrevocably to secondary sources. Llnd as
these speeches imply, now more than ever, Bean becomes the to~~chstone,
the index to this moment of the nation's history.

1 begin this thesis with the death of Ted Mstth~wsnot iust beczause he
was the last h z a c ' , for a state funeral is more than a formal conmemoration of the subject it honours; it is a cultural ritual that a f h s the linh
between death and the imagining of national identity. And so in this introductory chapter I examine the discursive relations by which the themes
of deah and nation coalesce in the myth of Aniac. I trace these relations
to the ancient Greek and Hebraic literatures which provide the ur-myths
for the western cultural tradition of which Australia is an inheritor.
Further, I examine how topics and images from an ancient text like the

IM surface in the Ofi~idHistory,and I consider how such texts participate in the production of both myth and history.
Because these themes intersect on many planes n1p argument is of
necessity circdar rather than hear. It also evidences a degree of discursive parataxis, indicative of the apposite relations of the subheadings I
emploj? Myth, History, and Narion -ideas which are examined in grcater theoretical detail in following chapters.

l[

want now to look more

closely a t the publication that is the Oft~iaIHistory,and at its position in
Australian culmal history.

*
The O@~CI/History oj'AElsfru/i/ain tht War 1914- 18 comprises twelve
volumes under the general editorship of C.E.W. Bean, puhlisiied by
Angus & Robertson in Sydney between 1921 and !.942. (A digest of the
volumes is set out in Appeizdix A) Each volume is demy octavo (5%" x
Si/2"),

averaging about 800 pages. The numerous impressions are hard

bound in varying shades of dark red

- best described in the words of

Hadton's review as, "the colour of dried blood." Of the twelve volumes,
Beall wrote six, CO-editedanother, and acted as general editor for the rest.

Despite the multiple authorship and lsparate subject matter, under
Bean's editorship it remains legitimate to consider the twelve volumes as
a conso1i.dated work of historiography. Certainly it is Bean who is
commonly regarded as the author, and it is his six volumes that are
quoted and feted in the public domain. This perception is reinforced by
his central role in remembrance of national military history as the founder
of the Australian War Memorial and writer of much of the rubric for
Anzac Day services.
Initial print runs of a few thousailcl copies per volume were followed
by multiple impressions. Total sales of all volumes exceeded 150,000. By
the publication of the final instalment in 1942, the first volume had been
reprinted twelve times and sold more than 21,000 copies; Harry Gullet's
heroic narratives of the Light Horse at Beersheba yielded twelve eltions
of volume seven, with sales over 20,00G. The I'fiotogr@bi~.lbcord alone
went to sixteen impressions in twenty years, and sold more than 27,000
copies.2 Of course, the volumes reached a far larger audience than just the
numbers sold - they were read in libraries, huddled over at RSL clubs,
handed down w-ithin families, bought and sold in second-hand bookshops. Copies in public collections evidence frequent annotations by keen
a ~ l dcareful readers. Bean's phrases have continued to resound in yearly
newspaper tributes, in school history books, and of course, in politiciatis'
speeches.3
Bean's history has made an indelible imprint in the cultural map of
in the
Australia. In a poll conducted in 1984, the Ofi~aiHistoyoJf'fltlstruLia

Hill, 'Bean's photographic record', n. 3. Publication figures are found in Australian
War ;\:ernorial (;\\K%I) 782/5/2. ,lnecdotal evidence from second-hand booksellers
suggests the Photographic Record offhe IVarremains the most popularly traded volume.
To cite just one e-uample, in an '.iustralia Day' supplement published in the Australian
newspaper (2Sth/26dl Jan. 1997), Paul Kelly ('A nation reborn') quotes Bean, ''tl~e
famous h z a c chronicler," on the character of the ;iustralian soldier at Gallipoli. The
text is supported by Steven Siewea's picture of Ted hiatthem, captioned as the (then)
oldest survirlng "first wave Anzac."

Gnut Warwas among the works selected as the ten 'greatest-ever' Australian books.' On the ABC television literary review program 'Between the
Lines' in 1997, a visud out-take shows a bookshelf with Bean's 1946
condensed history Arrpc to AAlm holding down one end, a pillar of
Australian literary heritage as it were. And there are many other examples
of the lasting, indeed growing, presence of Bean's texts fifty years and
more after they were written. His diaries have been published as Ga/h)oli

Cb?respojzdeizt(~ditedby Kevin Fewsler), and his wartime writings anthologized in Making the Lgend (edited by Denis Winter). Bean's six volumes
were re-issued by University of Queensland Press in 1981, and are s d in
print. W rhis for a new readership, the majority of -7hom were born after
the B@~iaIHistorywas first published.
Bean's words thus continue to shape the Anzac myth across the
cultural spectrum. A brief example will serve to demonstrate how the

OJfi~iaIHistop extends into various discourses and over generations. An
image that

U*

be familiar to many Australians is the final scene of the

1981 film Galhpoli, in which Archy Hamilton (Mark Lee) sprints toward
the Turkish lines and into deadly machine g m fire. h c h y meets his death
as if breasting the Pape at the finishing line of the 100 yards dash.
Emphasized by a long, slow fade-out, the scene is a powerful combination
of the Australian ethos of sport, sacrifice, and the male body. But tT-

iconographical image is not a fiction created for the film -it recreates
Here we read how Achy's death is
a passage from Bean's O$;~iaii-Bi~~.tnry.
based on the figure of \Vilfred Harper, a Western Australian Light Norseman M e d at the Nek; who as Bean writes:
was last seen ~unaingfonvard like a schoolboy in a foot-race, with all the
speed he could compass. (11: 618)

Age, 7th January 1984, 'Saturday Estra', 8. From a panel of seven commentators,
Bean was nonlinated by Brian Johns and Frank AIoorhouse - both men, and both
cdtural critics rather than historians.

The film's makers Peter Weir and David i%'iIliamsonacknowledge Bean
as a source, but also state how their main reference work was Blll
Garnrnage's The Broken Yea% a book based on the letters of Great War
veterans. Gammage likewise acknowvledges that his greatest debt is to
Bean, and to his "incomparable O$~;;ulHista#'

(Gaklipoli, 5-1 l), Thus the

namnzes of Gallipoli, the iradividuai units or events of syntactic narrative

that are put together to make a story, are successively retdd: by Bean, by
Gamrnage, by VC7illiarnsonyby John Howard. I return to the film in later
chapters to examine how Weir and Williamson select and manceuvre
elements of the story to create a specific ideological slant to the Anzac
legend -- i11particular, the emphasis on the bush origins of the A.I.F.,
and the reification of anti-British sentiment. But we can see immediately
how Bean's O$LZ'UI Hislo?y has a life beyond the dusty confines of war
memorabilia, and well beyond academic heritage; it continues to live in
mainstream political rhetoric and in popular mass culture. Originally a
metanarrative on the war, the O@n'uI Histoy has become inextricably part
of the Anzac myth itself; and it is this relationship between history and
myth that I turn to now.

'Myth'
Every nation wants to believe that it is unique, that its character and
stories are its alone. And while every nation is unique and individual, this
truism extends only so far. For example, the stoly of the Greeks and the
Trojans can be told in the followving way:

-4
long time ago there wet? twopeopl~~~.
Us and Them, and there was twble between
the two. So the rnen of CJsgoth their sh+ and went ircross the water tojght the men
qf 1-/1cn.
Now thgy.fi~tght@ra whiIe, aana some ofthe men of Us even went to other lundr and
jztlght other. battIe~.,h t rventttii& thg~c m e home. A l l tht happened W ~ Jinade
ianto
a grut stop ubortt the dole cfuuil; und in time, this J ~ O ? / ? e w e a ilational legend

The story is familiar. It was told thousands of pears ago, and it was told
yesterday. The details of the story may change a little each time, but the
song remains the same; for it is a timeless story, a universal story. It is, of
course, a mythical story.
In s d a r fashion then, we might tell a story of the Australians and
the Turks like this:
,Vut so lofg ago thetv were twopeoples, Us and Them. There czme a time when the
ships and went am.rf the water tojght the men o f Them.
men af Usgot in thei~
lLrow thyfought for a while, and thej~oitngmen of Us even went to other lands and
fought 0 t h bugles, but eve11ttla4thgl Lame home. -411 that happened wm written down
~ t whole afair. ..and the xest is history.
into a great stoy a b o ~the

It is the peculiar name of myth to be haiIed as preserving eternd verities,
in the same breath as being denounced for consisting of fables and lies.

The story of the people of Us is both true and false: it can readily be
mapped onto the histories of a number of societies, and at the same time
it is perforce a fabrication, the fancy of the present author.
' f i e two words Histciry and Myth have ar, attraction for each other.
One moment they are contrary terms, opposed in a search for Fact and

Truth; the nest they are complementary notions, combining as apposite
terms in a discursive account of memory. One moment valoriz-ed, the
next censured. Myth and history, myth/hstory, mystery. Myth and history
relationship, a crosswise arrangement which sees the two
have. a ~$iusti~.
terms forever wrestling with each other for primacy, and swapping
places.5 Lord Raglan says, "There is no g o d reason to believe that a
myth has ever embodied a historical facty' (The Hem, 90). But writing in
the same year as Raglan (1956), Peter Munz declares: "Myth and history
are interdependent. They fertilize each other; and it is doubtful whether

-1s I shall discuss in Chapter One, myth also enjoys a chiastic relationship with both
Reason (iogo~)
and Ihtual.

the one could exist without the other" ~fistoryand myth', 1). Independence versus interdependence; opposition versus apposition.
Both 'myth' 2nd 'history' resist stable definition. Wherever the
semantic limits are placed, however, the turo terms converge in a cornrnon
reliance on narration, for it is through narratives that history and myth are
preserved and circulated. Identifying the role of narratives in the dialectic
between myth and history reinforces the idea that narration is central to
the trarlsmission of 'facts'. Furthermore, narration demands a narrator
and a narratee, a teller and a hearer, and each separate narrative generates
new meaning. Thus history, like myth, becomes as polysernic as the
number of its telhgs. At the same tame, myths have a centripetal power;
they gather many narratives into themselves. And these marly are
subsumed into a master narrative -ten individuals become one character, ten places become one scenario, and ten stories become one myth.
Most importantly, the new stories we tell of recent events are inevitably
inflected by the narrative models that have condensed over Isstory.

*
In the Jliad, Homer te//s /law the c$/ of Tvy on the ~.oz/thside oJth Hedepont was
besieged un zi~vudingfir~.e,
fmm azross the sea.

Is that history or myth?
In the Official History, CE.I&< Bern tells h w thepe!~in~-tlIar
on the no&
Oj'tbe lie/hpont m s besieged an invaditgforc.akom u ~ ~ ofhe
s s sea.

side

Is that history or myth? - or both? Just as the interpretation of narratives changes and evolves between different readers and different epochs,
so too the generic status of texts is reinterpreted and re-evaluated. Bean's
text is not simply an account commissioned by a government to detail the
acts and experiences of its citizens; the OfSriaI Histoy3 place in the
pantheon of Australian writing 1x.dcontinue to change according to the
va1:les and concerns of the society that reads it.

[i3]

The rtov afthe stop q.Ae<a'.

The same goes for the Zhcd. It is bp turns an account of city-state

rivalries, and a nationahst epic; it is a triumph of fictional imagination and
verse making, and a repository of archzeclogical trudi and history. Above

all, its reception shows how societies and comrriunitie: look to literary and
artistic representation to imagine themselves. The historical veracity of
the tale of Tray has always been debated:

never more so than when

Meinrich Schlie~nanndug up the nlins of old Tro~7at Missarlik in the
1870s. But whether or not the I W i s accorded any place in 'history', since
its writing the story has always been inextricably part of Greek cultural
memory. It was being taught in scllools and debated by scholars two and

a half thousand years ago. Like the more accredited battles of Salamis and
Marathon, and later Granicus alld Issus, the sack of 'I'roy was testament
to the superiority of the Greeks.
But the nationalist reading of the Iliad ignores the textual evidence
that the host which ventures to Tvoy is not actually 'Greek', 'out a
composite force of "many nations of men" (IM,11: 91). 'The fatnous
'Catalogue of shlps' in BOOKI1 lists the Spartans, Atheniatls, Aitolians,
IGetans, Rhodians, the Arkadians and so on - those who at other tiriles
were busy fighting amongst themselves, ratl-ier than against a comrno:l
enemy across the water. The Trojans, too, are a conglomeration of
peoples: "there was no speech nor language common to all of them," says
Homer (IV: 434). But the two sides are culturally akin to one another.
They share the same customs, worship the same gcds, follow similar
cultural codes. As Hilary Mackie observes, "In the IM, Greek and nonGreek are not absolutely exclusive categories" (Tf'a/kitgTrojan, 9).
Greek (Hel/em)is not an entirely appropriate term in the first place,
of course. As Thucydides is at pains to make clear, Homer uses the

hang the ancients, Herodotos asks "whether the story the Hellenes tell about Ilios is
11: 118);Thucydides says Homer naturally exaggerates because he
true or not" (Hi~~tone~',
is a poet (Pe/opor~ne~iut!
R'l'ar, i: $10); Aristotle appreciates the an of the poem but
disbelieves the story "The absurdity is veiled in the poetic chann" (Poeti':r, 11460a).

collec;ds;e narnes 'iick~eans','Xrgives' or 'Danaans' for the invadmg force
(Pelopo~~tie.riiln
War, I: 93). By contrast, 'I-Iellene' refers only to "those that

But the Matter of Troy was too
came with AcMes out of ~hthiotis."~
grezt a story not to gecerdte chauvinist interpretations - first for the
Greeks, and h e r the Romans, who astutely resurrected the noble Ikeage
of Troy and harnessed it tc their own imperial ideology

(4 Vergl's

Eneh). I-Iomez's apparent even-handedness and delicate portrayal of the

Trojans not: as barbami but as .?ce?lia (i.e., strangers, pertaixiqg to the relatic>nshipo f host and guest) was too subtle for the boisterous Hellenism of
his descendants. Ine~Titab!y,ir~exorably,Homer beerne the national poet

of the Greeks, and ius poems the sacred tests of Wefiernic culture. The
transition (in tenirs of hermenelltic reception) from literary to political
epic is almost unavoidable when one considers the subsequent history of
Greece from the eight11 centuqr oilvrard. With the ongoing hostilities
toward Asia %or,

the liiudprovided just the aecessary framework into

which to read a nzytlic ancestry of Hellenic supremacy.
Thucydides is of interest here with his observation that the various
states "did nothing in common" before the Trojan War, but then sent a
'common force' of ships (I: $83, 10). Bearing in tnind that he has just
finished explaining that Hellas as a country didn't exist at the t h e , and
that many of the smaller states were probably bullied into participating bp
hgmemnon, Thucydides presents this overseas campaign as a motivating
factor in Hellenic union. The subsequent war then beeolnes a founding
mgrnent of national identity.
There are modest t h o ~ g hobvious parallels to be made here with the
Federation of Australia and the ~ S ~ C CvfL t'ne Great War. The six hustralian colonies found as much to disagree over as to unite themselves.
They had squabbled over everything from trade tariffs to railway gauges.

'A

stall of the -1ncient Greek CD-ROLL d::ta'oase suggests that the f i s t recorded use
of 'l-Iellene' as collective for "Greek' is in Hesiod (Il70rAsatid Day, 653).

Thus Bean writes of the infant Xust~aiiar,natior, in ; i d a r rnarlner tc
Thucydides' assessment of the E-Ie!leric states:
When the A.I.F. f ~ s sailed
t
it left there a nfition that did not yet know
itself.. .The people of the SLX states whcb iornied the Cornmomxrea~thwere
very much divided. ..In numerous respects they were stll!, six colonies
rather than a single federated nation. (\'I: 1094)

But by the "doings" of the A.I.F., Bean concludes that, "the Australian
nation came to know itself' (I?: 1095). There is something of the Delphic
maxim "Know thyself' in Bean's formula here. Yet the O$~iaIHissory
insists that for nations, this process can only be achieved through "the
test of a great war"

(m:1095).
X

The fundamental topos of war is death. Behind Ted Matthews' observation that politicians make wars but do not go to them is the terrible
inversioii of the natural order where the young die before the old.
Rhetorically this is called /ysteronpmteron,where the latter rakes the place
of the fo:rner. War brings the re\~ersalof CEdipd logic, for in w r the son
dies to rnai?taipl the position of the father. A.D. Hope gave voice to t h i s
jn his bitter criticism on Vietnam conscription: "Go tell those old men
safe m bed, / We took their orders and are dead" ('Inscriptior for ally
\XJar'). In the Great \Xar, facing the unimaginable loss of a generation of
Yfoung men, such sentiments were only too prevalent. Even Rudyard
Icipling, the "Poet of Empire," was forced to grapple with his paternal
conscience, in this couplet on the pointless death of his son in battle: "If
any question why we died, / Tell them, because our fathers lied ('The
common form').
Perhaps the most poignant expression of rhs paradigm is IXTilfred
Owen's 'Parable of the old men and the young', in \vhich the poet takes
ap the story of Abraham nnd Isaac to questioll the necessity of sacrifice.

Owen frequently engaged with classical images and forms, and in this
poem he inverts the well-known story of the 'Binding of Isaac' (tlie

'~kcdcih')~
from the Elohist strand ofthe Pentateuch to condemn the 'old
men' cf Europe:
. . .The11Abram bound the youth wit11 belts and strhps,
And bliilded trenches and parapets there,
Aad stretched forth the knife to shy lus son.
tV11en lo! an ailgel called him out of heaven,
Saying, Lay not thy hand upon the lad.. .
Offer the Ram of Pride insread of I~im.
But the old man would not so, but slew hs son,
And half the seed of Europe, one by one.

In the original Genesis story Abraham is rewarded for his obedience,
becoming 'the father of the nation'. Owen, on the other hand, sees only
death and barrenness.
The Akedah is used to entireiy different ends by Erlch Xuerbach in
the first chapter of -Mb.~esis,where he juxtaposes the Jewish text with
Homer's description of Odysseus' scar ("Readers of the O d y s s ~mill
remember the well-prepared and touching scene in Book

m>ins...").

As

Auerbach explains: in Homer everythtng is f d y expressed, all thoughts
and feehgs are externalized. By contrast the Elohist text suppresses such
narrative elements, and is "frzLughtwith backgrour~d"(12). Owen's poem
likewise eschews all reason and esplanation.
Auerbach goes on to espouse a host of differences between Hellenic
and Hebraic literary practices, concluding that 'The nvo styles, in their
opposition, represent two basic types" (23). Yet despite Auerbach's
convincing argument, there nevertheless remains a degree of cultural
commonality between the societies, in thls case the ritual offering of a
firstborn child. For just as iibrahain is prepared to sacrifice his child to
gain favour with his god, so too Agamemnon is willing to sacrifice his
child Iphegenia to appease the goddess Artemis. As toid in the Kjpria, and

";ikedahn is the Hebrew word for ''bk~clmg," tra&tionaUy used to refer to the whole
passage in Genesis, LxIr.

The stay of'the $toy oj54n~at-

later in @Iphegeneiu it2 Aubs, Agamemnon's offering enables the Achnan
fleet to sail to Troy, and the long war begins. In both cases of course, the
sacrifice is incomplete, and the victim is spared; but the show of
obedience satisfies and appeases both deities, E l o l k and Artemis. In this
sense they are fully riPtu(iaed sacrifices, in that they are ultimately only
symbolic.
Livi-Strauss argues that repetition is endemic to mythography, 2nd
that mythologcal analysis should consider all variants of a given inyth.
The narrative of filial sacrifice is 2 universal paradigm, typically involving
the vktimjs) being offered on behalf of a eoanmunity. The logc of
sacrifice relies on the fear that without some reflected benefit to the
community, the death is othenvke useless. The greater the scale of loss,
rhe greater the reciprocal benefit must be. In the case of the Anzacs, the
balance claimed is the birth of a nation.

'History'
And when rosy-fingered Dawn appeared, chid of the morning, then they
set sail for the wide c2mp of the Achiliatls; and Apollo the Far-darter sent
them a favouring gale.
That's Homer, in Walter Leaf S translation from the first book of the I k d
(1:

477-791, describing how Odysseus returns to the Achcan camp after

accompanying Chryseis back to her father.
Through the flight the convoy maved without the least interruption. The
esquisitc rosy-fingered dawn found every s h p stdl in its place, exactly as
every other morning f ~ u n dit.
And that's Bean, in his first book (I: 1031, describing how the A.I.F.
steams across the Indian Ocean to the wide camp of the British at hiena,

Irl Lower Egypt. Homer is a gentle &fuseto Bean throughout the O f l i d
Histoyl, a companion in style, form and rhetoric. Hating studied Greats

at Oxford, Bean was thoroughly at home with the epic and listolica!
literature of the classical era. The 'Bean Study Collection' at the Xustraljan
War Memorial is a substantive representation of Bean's library. It includes
a Greek ecbtion of the IliadyPope's translation of the O(y.rsg~~
copies of
Herodotos and Thucydides in Greek and English, works SJTL11y and
Czesar, and a Greek New Testament. Given Bean's familiarity with
Horner, it is no surprise to h d these allusions in his writing. The question
is whether such intertextualtty is s casual tr-ope for occasional stylistic
effect, or whether it suggests a more iz;i;;vnt ideology of purpose. lit is
impossible to use the combination "rosy-fingered dawn" without invoking Homer, and the parallels in situation here suggest that Bean's use is
deliberate. The details of Bean's debt to Greek epic and historical literature will be addressed further in Chapter SIX.
There has been general consensus that the style and structure of the
OJi~idHistoy evokes the genre of Epic. il review in the London Ghemter
(Feb. 1922) ssres the case unequivocally, proclaiming "The book is
Australia's Iliad and 04.rsey." Robin Gerster speaks of "Bean's e.picY',and
s roots in Homer's a.rchetypal war
places it "withtrr a tradxtion that h : ~its
epic" (Big-nofitg, 68, 62). How rnuch does Bean mould his material in
much does he
order to acheve this; how much does he leave in, and _h_~w
take out? LK'hen comparing the IM and the f3entatetici3 in the essay on
Odysseus' scar, Auerbach suggests that the differecce between legendary
and historical writing is obtained in the textual suucture; legend simplifies
its material, whereas the historical event "runs much more variously,

contra&ctody, and confusedly" (~Winzesis,19). The hstorian typically aims
fc. clarity and orderly argument; is tlis an imposition on the riot of
history? Auerbach concludes that, "To write history is so d~fficdtt!iat
most historians are forced to make concessions to the technique of
legend" (20).
Ths comment prefigdres the later debate about historiography, and
its homologous relations with the ficti~regenres of i1arzabbre.Hayden

The $toyofthe .rzop ofr'!n;d~'

White provides the opening polemical gambit here: "I treat the listorical
work as what it most mallifestlp is: a verbal structure in the form of a
tnarrative prose discourse" (Metahistoty, i.). As

W%

be examined below

(Chapter Five), L%'hiteysmethod of tropological analysis and his theory of
historiographcal styles are particularly apposite to a study of Bean.
Likewise Michei de Certeau's assertion that historical writing construsts
its dscourse according to a prxess of 'narrativization' encourages us to
look beyond the mass of sentimental detail in the Histoy, to consider the
mqtivation of emplotnlent in the story (IV~tilzg
uf Histoty).

bean'^ text is in fact much more &a11 an accoclnt of the strategies and
tactics in a rmlitary campaign. As the full title plainly declares - The

Ofin'af Histoy ofAustralia in tbe War of 19 1 4 19 18 -it is not the history
of a war, but of a nation. Bean's subject finally is not the war, but the
Australiaa soldier. Throughout he addresses the question of what it is
about 'being Australian' that makes the Australian Anzacs behave drfferently to other impelid troops. He refers this back to the structure of
Australian society -the bushmen, the squattocracy, the larrikins and city
professionals. T h s slippage between d t q history and nation-narrative
is nowhere more manifest than in the conclusion to Volume Ii, the
epilogue to The Story of Anzac'. First published in 1924, t h s passage has
become part of the collective national hagmation:
In no unreal sense it was on 25th of April, 1915, that the consciousi~essof
Xustrdan nationhood was born. Anzac Day - a, national celebration held
on the anniversary of the Landing -is devoted to the memory OF those
who fell in the war. (11: 910)

Peter Stadev declares these words to be "Bean's greatest hstoriographcal
legacy" ('Reflections', 51, and Ken 'lrzglis believes Bean was "one of the
tirst" to state the link between Gallipoli and national consciousness
('Anzac tradition', 29). This is the passage that 13o\vard invoked at the
State Funeral for Ted Matrhcws. Notice that while conternporaiy defenders of Anzac and Remembrance Day services stress that the ceremonies

do not glorifs war, but 'ccmmemorate' the fallen, Bean describes --inzac
Day as a 'national celebration'.
The very word 'Anzac' takes on a holy resonance in Bean's work. I-Ie

goes into minute detail tc explain its origns from the name of the force,
the Australian and New Zealand Army Corps:
The clerks had noticed the big initials on the cases outside their room A. & N. 2. A. C.; and a rubber stamp for registering correspondence had
also been cut with the same initials. (I: 124)
iT%en he stipulates that the code word was "according to most accounts"
fkst suggesred by the clerk Lieutenant A.T. White, his unfailing desire to
acknowledge anyone involved leads him to add, in a footnote:
The word had already been used among the clerks. Possiblj7 the first
occasion was when Sgt. G.C. Little asked Sgt. N.V, Ivlangton to "throw
!lun the A N Z ~stamp."
~C
0:125, n.10)

Hardly what one expects to find in an Official History, but Bean's
scrupulous honesty and fair-mindedness do not allow hun to ignore such
detds. (One might add that Bean was probably keen to show that the
word was not coined bv White, an Englishman, but by Sgt. Little, a New
Zealander, in conversation with Sgt. hfington, of New South Wales.)
Bean obsen-es that the word came only slowly into use, and even at the
Landing "many men in the divisions had not yet heard of it." Later he
elaSorates on the genesis of the names Anzac Cove and Anzac Gully, and
how the term 'Anzac' came to s i p $ the whole sector of operations (I:

545). The f i s t two vclumes of the Hisfoy are subtided 'The Story of
Anzac', and Bean also published The AIZ;QL.
Book and Anra~kto Amiens.
During and immediately after the war the Australian Government passed
two laws to control and proscribe the unsanctioned use of the word.
The intensity of feeling that 'iinzac' condnues to generate bricgs to

mind Todorov's &cm= that words themselves may become more important than the tlzings they were supposed to reflect (Poetics ofprose, 80).

Todorov also stg.tes that, "words do not s i p f y the presence of things,
but their absence" (101). This is particularly true with Anzac, wlzich on
one level acts to id the void of those who never came back, and at the
mythic level supplements the sense of a lack of hstory' in the Australian
psyche. T h s dichotomy of presence and absence is also at the heart of the
Anzac Day march, which I d consider further in Chapter Two.
The Anzacs' reputation was not solely in Bean's hands of course;
many other voices contributed, and not always in unison. \Xhen BrigadierGeneral Cecll Aspinall-Oglander came to write the British 'Official
History' of the Galkpoli campaign, he found a few skeletons in the cioset.
Writing some years after Bean, Asphall-Oglander was unable to reconcile
his witnesses' testaments of the Landing with d ~ published
e
Australian
accounts. As he wrote in a private note:
the truth about the Australians has never been told and in its absence a
myth has spning up that the Anzac troops did magnificently against
amazing odds9
In the draft chapter on the Landing at Anzac Cove, Aspinall-Oglander
suggested that in the afternoon of the fist day, "a well CO-ordtnated
attack could scarcely have failed to.. .early the line to its objective." But
there was a large number of "stragglers," he alleged an endless stream of
unwounded men who had lost morale were choking the gullies returning
to the beach. In such circumstdnces a concerted. attack was Impossible,
and the chance of immediate victory was lost.
11is version of events was subtly but importantly different from the
Australian published O$;~r'aIHisto~y.
Bean, too, mentions the "stragglers"
who "began to find their way into the valleys befruild the ?ring line" (I:

453). And he acknowledges that "unwounded or slightly -.vaunded men
'' Aspinall-Oglander Papers, OG/112 no date, Is!$ of Wight Country Record Office.
The details of .%spinall-Oglander'spapers were uncovered by Alistair Thornson, Vilest
libel of the war?. Other accounts of thls affair are found in LVilliams, 2uaratzti)zed
Culttrre, 184-189; and Daxle, 'The beginning of doubts'.

were assisting the more heavllv wmnded to the rear." But, anxious to
protect the feek@ of the soldiers, and preserve the reputation of the

A.I.F., he also claims that, "Strong and brave men lay in torment out in
the scrub, racking their b r h s for some pretext for retirement sufficient
to satisfy their own consciences." Bean quotes a report that, "a consider-

able number of unwouncled men were leaving the line"; but maintains (in
typical Bean syntax) that, "By no possible extension of their meaning
could the terms 'thoroughly demoralised' be truthfully applied to the
troops at Gaba Tepe that day" (I: 462). He admtts there were "some of
weaker fibre," but asserts "here was nearly always present some strong
independent will." The qualifications ' t r u f h ~ yand
9 'nearly always' speak
loud in Bean's protestations.
As was customary, the drafts of the British history \yere sent to
Australia for comment. Not surprisingly, the allegaticns about the
Landing were not well received, and a flurry of letters ensued. In July

1927, Bean wrote to the Defence Department saying that if printed as it
stood, the draft would "undoubtedly cause an outcry in Australia." MajorGeneral SirJohn Gellibrand hfP wrote to Bean in agitation saying that the
manuscript had the p o t e n d to convince the civilian reader that, "a large
proportioil of the glory of Anzac is mere

Bean also wrote

to Aspinall-Oglander complaining about the implication in the draft of
'shirkers' amongst the Australians, and suggesting that Aspinall-Oglander
had underestimated the difficulty of the terrain. The two official historians subsequently exchanged a number of letters negotiating points of fact
and interpretation.
Ori 7th Oct. 1927 the dispute hit the press in Australia with the headlines in the Sydney Dui& Guardiatz ",%NZ;\CS 'R~BBLE'SAYS HISTORI=IN"
and "ITLEST LIBEL OF THE %'+%X." The Australian pride was prickcd, and
generals, MPS, and the RSSIL4 all mobilized in defence of the Anzac
in Thomson's article. The extracts are from letters held among Bean's papers
at the ;iustralian 'Liar Memorial; 3 DRL 7953, item 27.
l0 Quoted
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reputation. As the affair escalated towards a diplomatic incident, the
British took the expedient action of censoring their own official account
to make it consistent with Bean's. They were concerned that Bolshevik
propagandists might use the wrangling to create d - f e e h g between the
Mother Country and Dominion. As Thornson observes, "in this case the
accuracy of hstorical reputation was of less concern than the maintenance of imperial g o o d d ' (633). As it was, when Aspinall-Oglander's
volume on Gallipoli was published the following year the reviews were

enthusiastic on both sides; the 'vle libel' had been forgotten, suppressed
by the vigdant LWtehall bureaucracy.
The incident foregrounds one of the many paradoxes in Bean's
attitude to his subject. During lis time as Official War Correspondent,
Bean's despatches were often subject to censorship; but he accepted the
necessity for military secrecy during the war, and stoically suffered these
impositions on his reportage. When it came to writing the Official History
after the war however, he agreed to do so only on the express madition
that he would be free from Government censorship and interference.
T h s he proudly announces in the Preface to the f ~ sedition:
t
for the absolute freedom from all censorship; for every possible assistance
towards elucidating the truth, both as editor and writer, [the ~uthor]is
indebted to the Government of Australia. (I: XXV)
We can only wonder how Bean would have reacted to a request from the
British Government to alter his wording and suppress his observations to
accommodate official policy. But as

,I

British staff officer, Aspinall-

Oglander knew how to play the game. We quietly filed away h s protest in
his private papers -- to be found some sixty pears later by an antipodean
researcher, Thornson. For his part, Bean took the chance to 'reply to his
c~itics'ic an addendum to the Preface to the third edttion of 1934. Here
he reiterated his defence of the 'stragglers': "It was too readily assumed
that a crowd of dishevelled men, sitting in no apparent order, was a body

I).

,

+

.
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h-

of shirkers.. .The particular crowd of stragglers proved to be the Beach

Farty," he concluded (1: xxiv).
iVih

the purposes of this study, the 'truth' is neither here nor there;

Bean was always the X.I.F.'s greatest advocate. Bill Gammage pays
homage to Bean when he says, "it pained him to speak ill of any man"
(Bro,+en '17ears, vi). But it is probably more accurate to sap that in regard to

the reputation of the A.I.F., Bean was generous to a fault. He would
b r o ~ kno criticism -especially not from Bdtish staff officers." It is not
unfair to say that Bean's Msome dedication to the ,%nzacsallows lxm to
sacrifice rogue facts to the maintenance of the overall narrative.12 The
case of Aspinall-Oglander's suppressed criticism shows this much about
Bean; but it says a lot more about ii~stitutionalizedhistoliography, and the
nexus behveen propaganda and myth. Should we eypect a nation's
Official f i s t o q ~to be independent and non-chauvinist? Perhaps not; but
the more influential it becomes with1 society, the more it demands to be
analyzed and criticized. And so, the following section will examine a
selection of some of the more persistent legends about the Anzacs.

*
The first legendary trope to be considered concerns Australian casualties

in the Great War. Official statistics show that relative to other belligerent
Commonwealth nations, Austrailia suffered the highest casualty rate
among its solders; almost 65'/(1, of troops sent ovetzpas were lrded,
wounded or taken prisonet. This compares to 59.ij0/o for New Zealanders
and 47% for metropolitan British troops (see Appe9m'ih. B). Whv such
l ' The double standards obtaining in the Oji~ia/Hislor~),
to the various sraffs was
ldenufied by the Timu Literay Strpplemt'nt reviewer in 1922: "There is throughout a
prejudice agmst the General staff and the Staff Co!lege graduate, although not in the
case of ..\ustralian officers thus qualified."

l 2 Such a criticism was levelled at Bean upon publication of the first volume of the
OJicr'a/ Hihty* by an irate letter writer "X" in the Sydney St~nin November 1921.
Taking issue with Bean's representation of the Home Service Army before the War,
"S" /who presumably had some interest in the tnarterj complains that Sean "twisted

history to suit his object."
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variation? The assessment by Ernest Scott in his 1936 volume of the

O#~i~iEIisfogihas become accepted wisdom: "This was probably due to
the fact that the Australians were nearly all 'front line' troops, engaged
throughout the war in heavy fighting" (XI: 874). The hgh casualty rate has
been used to explain the strength of the war memorial movement in
Australia following the war. More recently the discrepancy between the
Australian and British rates has been pressed into service by chauvinists
and republicans to imply that the British deliberately employed the
Australians as shock troops whAe their own soldiers remained safely in
reserve bellind the hcs.13 Sometimes this paradgm is also mobilized to
prove that the Austrabans were the 'best' of the Cotnmonwealth troops,
and t h e r e h e used for the hardest attacks.

I don't want to dispu:e these reasonings, which are a matter for
historical debate and argument. But there are more stories to be told from
these statistics. For example, a very different reason for the A.I.F.'s proportionately high casuaity rate of troops in the field can be found implied
in the O@~z'aIHisto~
which describes the indifference to danger adopted

by many Australian soldiers. Bean discusses a kandard of behaviour' at
Gahpoli that, ' h o one must pay heed to shell fire by even so rnuch as
turning a head" (I: 547). Despite a senior British officer describing the
practice as "absolute madness," it was a matter of pride and honour
amongst the Austrahans to drsregard enemy frre. Bean describes how in
the Turkish attack of 19th May, Anzac troops were hrt, "mostly through
exposirlg themscl~restoo eagerly after dajrlight" ( A n ~ atol Amietzs, 130).
The Australian soldier typically scorned the Tommy for his overcautious attitude to enemy fire, and made a point of demonstrating his
own fearlessness.

"%S

attitude cost many casualties," adrmts Bean (I:

548). Such bravado even caused the death of the Australians'

Commander-in-Clief, Major-General Sir LWiiliam 'Throsby Bridges, whose
l 3 John CVllliams notes that

hs belief was leasvened by sophsticated German

propaganda on the Somme in late 1916 (An;uc, the Media, and the Great War, 155-7).

"ordinary practice had LLcnto expos? himself xvithout regard for danger,"
but who was fatall$*shot at Anzac for just srxch behaviour (11: 129). Later
in France, the desire 13)~newly promoted 2nd Lieutenants to itnpzess t h e i r
command saw them frequently Med in their first engagement, glxhg rise
to the adage, 'One star, one stunP. Bean's owl: words, quoted by Howard
at the funerd of Ted hlatthews, show how much this amtude was part of
the AustrAan e ~ p de 6orp.1: '':hzac

stood, and sal1 stands, for reckless

valour in a good cause, eh:" (Arz~ucto d4n~iet~~,
181). Is this bravery, or
n o g a n t conceit? In any etent, it gives a totallj~different explanation for
the Australian casualty rate.
After the ';:'ar the figure "~nostproudly invoked" was the disproportionately high casualty rate (Inglis, .Yabred I3luces, 92). It is still being
trumpeted by politicians, as in Malcolm Fraser's comment in 1992 that
Australia's casualties were, "for our size, greater than that of other
n a ~ o n s . " 'Statistics
~
will prove anything, but the figure that rarely gets
quoted is that \vYMe Ausaaha had the hghest casualty rate (among
Commonwealth nations), it had the low~sfparticipation rate: 6.8% of the
population viere actually mobilized, compared to 9% in New Zealand and
11.2% in Brit&. That the Australian army remained the only volunteer
force throughout the War goes some way to explaining this, but it does
not discount the relati~elylow involvement. The only figure that can offer
some sort of objective understaiiding of the impact of losses suffered by
nations is the proportion of deaths to poprdation. Again, Australia has a
low rate: 1 .2i0/0 of the entire population were M e d in the Great War,
compared to 1.51% in New Zealand and l .46% in Britain. In France and
Gelmany the rate was well over 3%. Put in h s perspective, Australia's
losses are in fact the least of all its companion nations. Such a comparison
n t after the L
' 7C7arAustralia created the
makes it even more ~ i ~ l f i c athat
largest memorials to its dead of any nation in the world.

'"~uil-~erald, (Sydney) 8th March, 1992. Quoted in VGf&ams,Qrrararrti,rrd Cultrm, 86.
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One fuaher legend of the X.I.F. needs re-examining here; the image
of the tall, bronzed Anzac towering over his fellour Commonwealth
troops. Bean took great pleasure in watchtng the Anzacs in Cairo, noting
that "the little pink-cheeked lads from the Manchester cottond s . . .looked like clddren when compared with the huge men of the
Australian regiments" (I: 126). All the English writers, Masefield, Bartlett,
T.E. Lawrence, commented on the physical appearance of the Anzacs,
with a greater or lesser degree of horno-eroticism, for example: "ths race
of athletes" (Ashmead Bartlett, 'Australians'); "Their almost complete
nudity, their tallness and majestic simplicity ~f h e " (Mackenzie, Gallipoli

Memon'es~81). There is a common imperative to seize up011 any distinction

in the Ausuahns, then to generahe and m a p + it. For Bean especially,
the apparent physical superiority of the Australians confmed his ideas
about the benefits of i-ural fife compared to urban. T i e Australian
environment and way of life had simply bred a superior physique.15
Sigmficantly however, all these assessments (which are continually
recirculated in the literatcrre) stem from the descriptions of the Crrst
contingent of the A.I.F., either in Egypt or a t Gallipoli. At t h s time the
rninimurri height requirement in the A.I.F. was 5'6", and the medcal fit-

ness standards very rigorous. Ernest Scot: writes in the domestic volume
of the O@'ialHistogr that it was hardly surprisi~~g
the physique of the first
20,000 Austrahans soldiers was cornrnentcd upon, because the inspecting
doctors "seemed to judge them as though they were selecting models for
a Rodin or a Bertram McICennal rather than troops for war" (XI:21 1).
It is well documented that many men were rejected in the first draft
because of the stringent healfh and height standards, were later accepted

l 5 "The ,iustralian camt of A race whose tradtion was one of independence and
enterprise, and, with that rate itself, from a stock more adventurous, and for the most
part physically Inore strong, than the general rlln of men. Ey reason of the open air life
in the new climate, and of greater abundance of food, the people developed more filly
the large frames wvhich seem normal to Anglo-Saxons living :mder generous
cond~tions"(Qffi~ia/Histov, I: 4-5).

as the standards were relaxed. As the need for reinforcements grew, the
minimum height was successively lowered to 5'0" -whde Scott suggests
that, "In the British Army by 1916 all standards except physical fitness
appear to have been abandoned" (111: 6, n.2; XI: 439,117). Robson also
makes the point (almost uriversafly ignored), that nearly a quarter of
recruits to 291 5 were not eksn Austrahan-born ('Origin and character of
the First A.I.F.', 744).

It takes the eve of an artist h e George Lambert to see the drstortion
for what it is: "You know," he said to Bean, "we constantly picture
Australians as tall, \my men, whereas the average Australian -if there
is one - is short and stout" (Gallipoli Mission, 110). By 1948 Bean can
a h t this, carefully adding that, ''the original Anzacs were big men." But
the men of the first contingent have always been held forth as representa-

tive of the Australian male in general, and the comparisons made in 1914
and 1915 remain ulzchsllenged as truthful and accurate. And today it is
not Lambert, Ecott or the later, circumspective Bean who is quoted, but
Masefieid, Mackenzie and the exuberant Bean of "Ihe Story of Anzac'. In
hls seminal article 'The Anzac aaditior!', for example, Ken Inglis quotes
extensively from the passage about the "little pink-cheeked lads." Inglis
questions Bean's valorization of the bush-soldier - but he accepts the
notion of the superior Australian physique withoilt comment. Interestingly, as Bill Garnmage pointed out to the makers of Ga&$oli, some of the
lead actors were probably too short to have been accepted into the A.I.F.
at the time, though they were obviously acceptable to the public as rep-

resentative ,4ustralians. Here then is the gap between myth and actuality.
It seems not to matter how often inaccuracies are debunked, the myths
of Anzac keep r o h g happily along in the germs of popular story and
mass media. This is especially so in the homologies constructed between
the 'Anzac spirit of sacrifice' and the Nation - which leads me to the
&~aitopic of my Introductory.
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<Nation7
To conclude this chapter I want to return to the hleral of Ted Mathews,
and to a comment made by John Howard in h s oration:
Let US mark December 9,1997 -the day on wltich Ted Matthews died as the day Australia grew old enough to sometimes forget what happened
that Anzac day, but deter-mined enough always to remember.

What is John Howard saying here? Seemingly somet'ning simple; thar the
death of Matthews marks the break in living memory with the fist Anzac
Day, and that it is up to those now living to preserve the memory. Yet the
rhetoric is particularly interesting in that it echoes the wordmg of a
Earnous 1882 essay by Ernest Renan titled, What is a nation?':
But the essence of a nation is that the individuals have many things in
common, and also that they have forgotten many things.. .Every French
citizen muse have forgotten the Saint Bartholemew massacre, and those in
rhe Midi in the thirteenth century. ( m a t is a nation?' 11)16

In this paper, Renan assayed a number of notions and prejudices about
the idea of 'nation'; a topic then "fairly new in histo.ryn (9). Renan's comments throughoi~tare sophisticated and provocative. He considers factors
such as race, language, dynasties, history?religion -all fairly equivocally.
Finally, he suggests a nation is "a so&, a spiritual principle" (19).
Tn the sentences quoted above, Renan speaks of the need for a nation

to undergo a collective forgetting, in order to e n j ~ ya common imagination. One hundred years after Renan, Benedict Anderson co~isiderstlGs

very passa.ge in relation to his theory of the nation, Imagirzed Cmrmtmni!P'es.
It is appropriate to revisit Acderson's farmliar d e h t i o n (6):

'C,; l'essence rf'une nliabn est qtrr tow /es ii~dikid~~s
aient beaucoap de chose~en comma et aussi
rilus aient oubbi Inen de5 doses.. .i.oz/t ~ i t ~ ~ ~ e r z f t doit
a i j pnwir
i ~ ~ oubhi /a Saint-BarfhiIemy, b
nmssacres du itdidi en XIIIe sicich." Ernest Renan, 'Qu'est-ce qu'une nation? In CEawes
comp/2tes, Paris: Calmann-Ley, (1947-61) vol. I; 887-906, at 892. A1y translation.
Reilan's essay is reprinted in Bhabha, X'atian and ATarration, 8-22.
'I

?;it

I propose :he following definition OF the nation: it is an imagined
political cornmurity - and imagined as both inherently hiited and
sovereign.
It is imagined because the inembers of' even the smallest nation wiU ilever
know most of their Fello\v--niembers,meet thein, or even hear of ti:em, yet
in the minds of each lives the image of their communion. Renan referred
to this hagking when he wrote that "Or, I'e.r.rerra :?'me r ~ ~ ~ t .i .o") ~ .

Anderson further elaborates on his four terms -'imagined, corrrmulGty,
M t e d , sovereign' - before conc1adir:g: "Ultimately it is tlis fraternity
that makes it possible over the past two centuries, for so many millions
of people, not so much to a,
as willingly to die for such limited imagini n g ~(7).
'~
In the second eclition of the book (published in 1991, eight years after
the first), Xnc?ersonrevisits Renan's essay. In an additional chapter titled
'Merconr dnd forgetting', under the section l e a d n g 'The reassurance of
fratLicide7,
Anderso11 exmines the function of civil strife in the construct i o of
~ eational co~isciousness.Specifically, he analyzes Renan's statement
rh.at 'every French citizen must have forgotten the massacres' - or as he
translates it, is "obliged already to have forgotten" (200). Anderson finds
Itenan's statemetit extraordina~y,that the unity of a nation rests

iil

its

ability collectiv*ely to forget past contXct. I-Ie queries why in the very
formation of Iis thesis Renan is obliged to remind h s countrymen of
such massacres, of which they were probably unaware in the frrst place.
We observes that, "Having to 'have already forgotten' tragedes of which

one needs unceasingly to be 'remimded' turns out to be a characteristic
device in the later construction of national genealogies" (201). Anderson
then disparagingly makes cornparisofis with sirmlar civil strife in England
and the USA, and the way the narratives of the Normail Conquest and
the American Civil LVar have been moulded for posterity into purely
internecine conficts (keassuring1y fratricidal'). I-Ie is obsriously concer~ed
at how 'f~aternalimagining9can proscribe historical interpretation. In
essence, the process Anderson calls 'remembering/forgetting7,is really a

process of 'reconciliation'. If a nation is to be a collective 'imagmed
comm:znityY,it cannot refuse to remember its past.
John Iioward w u l d have Australians forget aad remember Anzac
and Gallipoli as the spirit of Austrahan ilationhwd. In the same fashon,
Paul ICeatiilg had tried to relocate t h s topos to Singapore and Kokoda.
But for Renan, the important rhngs for national consciousness to
remember/forget were not the external wars a p n s t foreigners, but the
massacres within France that split the society assunder. W%at are the wars
that Australia's conscience must rememberjforget for its collective soul?
Not the taiiant and noble' efforts on a beach ten thousand miles away.
The place to examine the conficts that have shaped the nation is the
domestic history and landscape: the class divide bemeen soldiers and convicts among the British who arrived LI 1778; the struggles of non-w31ire
British migrants the gender blindness which celebrates the dearhs of men
but ignores the stories cf women. And finally, it must be the massacres
of thos: 'always already Austr&ansY,the indgenous population.
The nation must be able to remember coUectively the battles and
slaranishes benveen settlers and Aboripes, and the deaths on both sides,
in order then to forget collectively and become a single i m a p e d cornmunity. T h s recognition of the importance of the black -,vars of the early
nineteenth ceiltury is what Henry Rej7nolds has pursued in his work. It
drives hndy Kissane's poem 'Reconciliation achieved', which asks those
who stand in RSL clubs across the country to honour the fallen "from
that other Great IXJar":
the unknown warriors
who fell at Coniston Station
and Waterloo Creek...
in countless sl;irmishes

without date or legend...
Tern II~///~IIJ:lest we forget.''

And7 ECissane, 'Reconciliation achieved', iMeatUin (1999/3) 58: 127.

Sirrdarly Hank Nelson says of the Prime hfinister: "Howard w.ant[s] no
iiustralian to think that the!; were there at kfyiil Creek or rode with the
police at Corriston or joined the miners to harry the C h e s e s at Buckland
fii'i~er"('Gallipoli, I<okoda', 21 6). Remembering these dead, on both sides,
is not to substitute the memory of the i2nzacs, but to add to it. Anzac
speaks of none of these memories, just as it excludes women, and all
those who have come after. And these other rernetnberings have implications for the legal, moral, and spiritual stams of modem Xustraha, with far
greater import than one battle on a foreign shore.

